Press release

Poilley, April 08, 2019

Remade's iPhone, with unique colors, are available for sale in France.
The Remade brand announces the launch of 5 new iPhone colors. These colors,
exclusive and unseen so far, issued from the exclusive Remade reconstruction
process were presented a month ago at the largest exhibition dedicated to mobile
technologies: the Mobile World Congress of Barcelona.
The new Remade's iPhone available for sale on the french market are:

-

iPhone 6 - 16Gb - Orange Pressée - €219.99
iPhone 6 - 16Gb - Éclat d'Agate - €219.99
iPhone 6 - 16Gb - Terre de Bronze - €219.99
iPhone 7 - 32Gb - Pur Saphir - €419.99
iPhone 7 - 32Gb - Framboise Acidulée - €419.99

To discover and download the product images click here

These limited series can only be pre-ordered on remade.com Monday, April 8th from
12:00.
Matthieu Millet, CEO and Founder of Remade Group: « These new colors have been
extremely well received by visitors in Barcelona. Our teams have developed a unique and
exceptional know-how to oﬀer, each year, new life to original iPhones. This demonstrates
our ability to process each component of the iPhone with great mastery and extreme
precision. We prove, once again, that the circular economy can be addressed in a
creative and innovative way. A refurbished iPhone that holds a promise of performance,
quality and safety in a unique color in the world has good arguments to change
consumption patterns. »
About Remade Group
Since 2013, thanks to its unique factory in the world, Remade rebuilds iPhone with the promise of
aesthetic quality and a level of performance without equivalence. The Group creates jobs and
skills in the territories of its markets to oﬀer a product based on local know-how that reassures
and engages consumers. Remade Group now has close to 700 employees in about ten industrial
sites. Remade Group imposes strict reconditioning rules that save tens of thousands of tonnes of
CO2eq emissions, preserve scarce resources and ensure traceability and product safety for the
planet and customers. With an investment in R & D that allows to innovate constantly Remade
Group defends a relevant economic model for a sustainable industry.
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